Abstract. We add to the heuristic and empirical evidence for a conjecture of Gillies about the distribution of the prime divisors of Mersenne numbers. We list some large prime divisors of Mersenne numbers Mp in the range 17000 < p < 105.
1. Introduction. In 1964, Gillies [6] log((log5)/log(max(.4,2/>))).
He noted that his conjecture would imply that (i) The number of Mersenne primes < x is about (2/log 2)log log x.
(u) The expected number of Mersenne primes Mp with p between x and 2x is 2.
(iii) The probability that M is prime is about 21og2/?//>log2.
He supported his conjecture with a heuristic argument and empirical data. Ehrman [5] sharpened Gillies' conjecture sUghtly and suppüed more empirical evidence. The present paper strengthens the heuristic argument and adds to the empirical data in support of the conjecture. Consequence (iii) follows from the conjecture by taking A = 2p and B = Mx/2. The first two consequences follow easily from the third. Lenstra [8] has objected that one is not entitled to take B as large as Mx/1 in the conjecture because similar reasoning leads to a contradiction with the prime number theorem. We discuss Lenstra's objection.
The paper concludes with a table of large prime divisors of some Mersenne numbers and a table of some primes between 50000 and 100000 for which no prime divisors of M are known.
2. The Heuristic Argument. It is well known that all divisors of M have the form q = 2kp + 1, where k = 0 or -p (mod 4). How often is such a q prime? When q is prime, what are its chances of dividing Mpl The first question is answered heuristically by the Bateman-Horn conjecture [1] which is consistent with the prime number theorem and which is beheved by many mathematicians. According to that conjecture, for each k the number of p < x for which both p and 2kp + I are prime is asymptotically ¡nli-^i n •-' "odd* (l-i)2l «¡1 1~2 0°i*)log(2**)' prime q odd prime (See also (7) of [11] and compare with [3] , [4] and [10] .) Write C2 for the first product and f(2k) for the second one. Thus, if we are given that p is prime, then for fixed k the probabihty that 2kp + 1 is also prime is about 2C2fi2k)/log(2kp). Now suppose p is prime, k is a positive integer, q = 2kp + 1 is prime, and k = 0 or -p (mod 4). Shanks and Kravitz [11] present this good heuristic argument that q | Mp with probability l/k: Let g be a primitive root of q. The congruence satisfied by k insures that 2kp + 1 =± 1 (mod 8). Hence, 2 is a quadratic residue modulo q and g2s = 2 (mod q) for some 5. Now 2kp + 11 M if and only if 2 is a (2A:)-ic residue of 2kp + 1, that is, if and only if 2k \ 2s. It is natural to assume that k \ s with probabihty l/k. There is empirical evidence for this, too. For example, there are 4783 primes/? = 1 (mod4) withp < 100000. For 1037 of these/? is 6p + 1 also prime and for 350 of these/) does 6p + 1 divide M , and 350/1037 = 0.34.
Combining the apparent answers to our two questions yields this estimate for the expected number F i A, B) of prime divisors of Mp between A and B: (1) FpiA,B)~22C2fi2k)/iklogi2kp)), k where the sum extends over all integers k with k = 0 or -p (mod 4) and A < 2kp + 1 < B. Suppose next that A and B -A are large. Let q be an odd prime for which 8pq2 < B -A. Then q divides about l/q of the k's in the sum in (1). For precisely these k's the product fi2k) includes the factor iq -l)/iq -2). Thus, the average contribution of q to all/(2fc) in (1) is
For each odd prime q < ((# -A)/i%p))x/2, remove the factor iq -l)/iq -2) from each/(2/c) in which it appears, and insert the factor (2) into each term of (1) instead. Since A and B -A are large, the denominators of (1) change very slowly and little net change is made in (1) . Now the product of the factors (2) over all primes q < ÜB -A)/i%p))x/1 is essentially 1/C2, the error being by a factor of about exp(-((8/?)/(i? -A))x/2), which is very close to 1 provided B -Ais large. In summary, if we change C2fi2k) to 1 in (1), it makes very little difference. After that,
we may change the factor of 2 in (1) to 1 if we drop the congruence condition on k.
Hence (1) [11] have studied these probabiUties in detail. However, we do have 1 <f(2k) = 0(loglogk) (see page 117 of [7] ) so that the fluctuations are not very great.
The possible values of k in (1) [12] .) All Mersenne primes discovered in the last 19 years (those with 5000 <p < 50000) have /? = 1 (mod 4). This evidence is suggestive but not statistically significant.
The only property of the Poisson distribution which Gillies used to deduce the three consequences from his conjecture was that if the mean is m, then the probabihty of the value 0 is e'm. In our case, the probability that M is prime is about (4) nil
where k runs over 2p + 1 < 2kp + 1 *£ Mx/2 and k = 0 or -p (mod4). The logarithm of (4) is about -2C2f(2k) X klo%(2kp) "
If we use the approximation (3) for FpiA, B), we find that the probability that M is prime is about loga/? 2 log a/?
where a = 2 if p = 3 (mod 4) and a = 6 if p = 1 (mod 4), which is Ehrman's [5] sharpened form of Gillies' third consequence. The first two consequences follow easily from either version of the third. It is well known that the reasoning we used in (4) leads to this contradiction with the prime number theorem: we would say that the probability that a large integer x is prime is about n ii--U_e_=-&-
where p = e'y « 0.5614594836, and y is Euler's constant. But the probability should be 1/logx, and 2p > 1. This is Lenstra's [8] complaint. It is almost as well known (see [10] and 22.20 of [13] ) that the correct answer is obtained in this simple problem if we replace the exponent 1/2 by ju.
Should we make the same change in Gillies' argument? If we let k in (4) run over ap + 1 < 2kp + 1 < Mp1, the three consequences become:
(I) The number of Mersenne primes < x is about (eY/log2)loglog x. (II) The expected number of Mersenne primes M with/? between x and 2x is ey.
(Ill) The probability that M is prime is about t?rlog ap/p log 2.
The first consequences are easiest to compare and are equivalent to the respective third consequences. Let Mix) denote the number of Mersenne primes < x. Consequences (I) and (i) predict that the ratio M(x)/loglogx is approximately eY/log2 = 2.5695 and 2/log2 = 2.8854, respectively. This ratio decreases slowly between Mersenne primes and jumps up from (/n -l)/loglog M to m/loglogM at the wth Mersenne prime M . The following Although this data is too meager to be statistically significant, it suggests a clear preference for (I) over (i). We believe that (I) is correct because (a) replacing 1 /2 by p works for the prime number theorem and (b) the limited empirical evidence agrees with (I). It would be desirable to have a plausible heuristic explanation for why the fudge factor p works for the prime number theorem. Lenstra and Pomerance have been led independently to (I). 3 . The Empirical Evidence. Using a computer, we found all primes /? and q in the intervals 20000 </? < 105, q < 234, for which q\Mp. We used this data to test Gillies' conjecture by calculating statistics similar to those of Ehrman [5] for 105 < /? < 3 • 105, q < 231. Primes/? were grouped in 80 intervals defined by 20000 + 1000/ </? < 21000 + 1000/ for i = 0(1)79. Primes /? = 1 and 3 (mod 4) were considered separately. A sample consists of the primes in one of the 80 intervals and in a fixed residue class modulo 4.
Consider a sample of size N. Let T be the total number of prime divisors q < 234 of Mp for p in the sample. We computed the sample mean x = T/N and the sample variance
where Kn is the number of M with exactly n prime divisors < 234. (Six was the greatest number of divisors we found for any Mp.) According to (3), the expected value for the mean m is the average of log((log234)/log ap), with a as in (5) for each sample. If Gillies' conjecture were true, then for large N, t should have a standard normal distribution and x2 should have a chi-square distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. To test whether this was so we tabulated the number of values of t and x2 in 8 ranges of equal probabihty, just as Ehrman [5] did. These values are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , together with Ehrman's data. We performed a chi-square test with 7 degrees of freedom on the numbers in each column of these tables. The agreement between the expected and observed distributions of t and x2 was not as good for our data as for Ehrman's data. One reason for this is that we have smaller sample sizes N. However, the chi-square statistics for the first two columns of Table  1 are nearly large enough for us to reject at the 5% level the hypothesis that t has a standard normal distribution. Another aspect of the difficulty is seen in the large mean value of t. In deriving (3) we assumed that both A and B -A were large. Now we have used (3) with a small A. To determine the effect of the small A, we repeated all of the preceding statistical analysis with m = log((log234)/log224) and the divisors q restricted to the interval (224,234). The results are given in Tables 1 and 2 . Table 2 Observed distribution of\2
The expected number of values in each range is 10 Both the chi-square and the mean t in Table 1 Tables. In Table 3 we Ust all pairs p, k which we found for which 20000 <p< 105, p and 2pk + 1 are prime, 2pk + 1 > 231, and 2pk + 1 divides M . We do not Ust the divisors < 231 because they are too numerous and may be calculated easily. On the other hand, we do Ust some divisors > 234. For 20000 < /? < 50000 we searched for divisors of M up to 235 and when none had been found we went a httle further. Table 3 19681  20113  20479  20939  21107  21377  21929  22093  22447  22531  22937  23557  24097  24697  25057  25643  25873  26053  26431  26591  27077  27367  27737  28001  28297  28607  29101  29269  30011  30391  30839  31121  31567  31687  31963  32303  32441  32531  32779  33029  33353  33703  34127  34337  34673  35111  35863  36007  36389  36099  37369  37663  38119  38543  38861  39191 20627  20939  21143  21391  21937  22171  22483  22751  23027  23609  24107  24851  25171  25703  25873  26153  26479  26647  27107  27427   27779  28097  28309  28723  29123  29311  30089  30467  30841  31219  31573  31699  32059  32303  32467  32563  32831  33071  33413  33857  34127  34351  34739  35267  35879  36241  36469  36973  37463  37781  38329  38543  38933  39209 123  543  001  349  607  971  457  859  201  629  059  403  673  057  487  837  269  543  843  179  557  881  367  727  083  387  747  161  497  821  253  631  933  347  801  241  601  901  319  613  027  293  629  993  343  683  121  427   777  993 ,843  ,099   261  741  061  437  749  051  541  967  327  819  277  449  773  163  609  041  401  681  911  283  641  973  453  771  167  473  887  259  623  953  417  687  017  539  929  377  667  007  403  717  119  413  701  089  449  853  213  547  853  141 311  687  993  341  847  177  619  951  257  549  849  161  493  889  243  607  999  297  623  209  557  931  367  801  263  621  969  479  721  133  531  817  233  669  989  421  769  039  507  813  227  737  163  631  027  381  843  351  689  103 ,121   371  713  019  383  929  183  667  991  263  563  887  221  643  923  303  637  021  323  687  227  577  989  403  837  279  687  041  497  787  147  579  843  263  713  163  457  901  073  531  883  233  777  181  697   049  451  909  389  719  149 477  749  031  493  003  237  753  039  327  593  909  269  673  949  327  673  071  381  747  289  629  997  441  873  317  713  079  541  823  181  609  861  341  777  181  533  929  163  559  891  383  813   199  713  093  549  Oil  441  813  179 
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